Ransomes 24 in. Ride-on for the perfect grooming of tees and approaches.

Manoeuvrability plus. That’s the joy of the Ransomes Twenty-Four. A highly effective differential gear gives you sure-footed cutting and complete control wherever you’re mowing. Around trees, bunkers. Specially silenced, powerful 4-stroke engine with recoil starter. Converts to a pedestrian machine in a matter of seconds.

LOOK AT THESE BIG ADVANTAGES!

SIMPLE ADJUSTMENTS
The engine can be stopped and started, the cutting cylinder drive disengaged and the height of cut adjusted, ALL FROM THE OPERATOR’S SEAT!

POWER IN PLENTY
The specially-silenced, powerful 4-stroke engine carries you at an even, steady speed.

LARGE CAPACITY FUEL TANK
Holds 4 pints, sufficient for approximately 3½ hours uninterrupted cutting, under normal conditions with operator riding, or over 4½ hours when machine is pedestrian controlled.

EXTRA BIG GRASSBOX
Large capacity tip-over design means less frequent, easier emptying.

SUPERB FINISH
The Sheffield steel cutting cylinder has five impact-resistant specially hardened cutters which guarantee that superb Ransomes finish.

Write today for full details of the dependable Twenty-Four or contact your local Ransomes Distributor.